
Goddess Bagalamukhi is the eighth 
Mahavidhya out of She is the ten Mahavidhyas. 
Goddess of immense power and is worshipped 
to attain victory over   etc. A enemies, arguments
person who worships her gets relief from all 
sorts of problems in   The word  life. “Bagala”
has been derived from the Sanskrit word,  Valga
which means  in Sanskrit. Goddess 'bride'
Bagalamukhi has been given this name because 
of her beauty.

 Goddess Bagalamukhi relieves a 
person from the enemies and negative energies. 
Goddess Bagalamukhi is also known as 

Pitambara. Yellow coloured materials are used 
for her puja as she is fond of  colour. yellow
Goddess Bagalamukhi has a yellow complexion 
like  and thus a person should wear yellow a gold
coloured clothes while worshipping Her. 

Goddess  can be seen Bagalamukhi
riding a beautiful chariot embedded with 
gemstones. The devotees of the Goddess is able 
to defeat all his enemies and becomes  successful
in every field. She can be easily pleased by 

offering  and coconut to her. yellow flowers

Lamps should be lit in front of the idol of the 
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Goddess kept on a heap of turmeric. Reciting 

Goddess  and offering Bagalamukhi's Mantras

yellow clothes to the goddess relieves a person 

from all kinds of obstacles and sufferings.

 Recitation of Bagalamukhi 
Mantra is believed to have miraculous powers. 
Bagalamukhi Mantra is known to ensure victory 
over enemies. Bagalamukhi Mantra is specially 
suggested for people in administration and 
management cadres, politicians, those facing 
debts or litigation problems, etc. Bagalamukhi 
Mantra can be used by a person who is facing 
losses in business, financial problems, false 
court cases, false accusations, debt problems, 
obstacles in profession, etc. Bagalamukhi 

Mantra is effective for those appearing for 

competitive exams, debates, etc. Bagalamukhi 

Mantra also helps in warding off evil spirits and 

evil eye.

 Bagalamukhi is also called 
Pitambaradevi  Brahmastra Roopini  or and she 
turns each thing into its opposite. She turns 
speech into silence, knowledge into ignorance, 
power into impotence, defeat into victory. She 
represents the knowledge whereby each thing 
must in time become its opposite. As the still 
point between dualities she allows us to master 
them. To see the failure hidden in , the success
death hidden in life, or the joy hidden in sorrow 
are ways of contacting her reality. Bagalamukhi 
is the secret presence of the opposite wherein 
each thing is dissolved back into the Unborn and 
the Uncreated. 

In  a part of 'Bagalamukhistotratram',
'Rudrayamala' (a famous Tantra work), there 
are hymns in praise of the powers of Goddess 
Bagalamukhi – 

"Vadi Mukati Rankati 
Kshitipatirvaishwanarah Sheetati Krodhi 

Samyati Durjanah Sujanati Khsipranugah 
Khanjati. Garvi Khanjati Sarvaviccha Jarati 

Tvanmantrinaamantritah Srinitye 
Baglamukhi Pratidinam Tubhyam Namah "

 By the effect of Your Mantra 

good conversationalists become speechless; 

rich become beggars; devastating fire gets 
cooled. The anger of the angry person is 
removed; an evil minded person becomes 
good. The quick moving person becomes 
crippled. The conceit of the conceited person is 
reduced.  person nearly Knowledgeable
b e c o m e s  a  f o o l .  S a l u t a t i o n s  t o  t h e 
compassionate Bagalamukhi!

Presented below is a short Sadhana 
procedure related to  which Goddess Pitambara
can bring peace, prosperity, attraction in your 
life. Apart from these a person gets rid of court 
cases, enemies, life threats etc. 

Sadhana Procedure: 

This is just a one day Sadhana procedure. 
Take a bath after 10 at night and get into fresh 
yellow clothes. Sit on a  mat facing yellow
North; take a wooden plank and cover it too with 
a yellow cloth. Now place a picture of Gurudev 
and worship Him with vermillion, rice grains, 
flower etc. Light an incense stick and a ghee 
lamp. 

Now take  and place it a copper plate
before  Place  Gurudev's picture. Pitambara 
Yantra on this plate and worship it too with 
water, rice grains, vermillion, flowers etc. 
Now chant one round of Guru Mantra and seek 
His divine blessing for success in Sadhana. Now 
pray to the Goddess for gaining  in the success
Sadhana and chant five rounds of the below 
mantra with Yellow Hakeek rosary.

Mantra

AA ÅWa g~yha ihrkEcjk okpa eq[ka ina 
LrEHk; ftOgke~ dhy; cqf)a 

fouk'k; g~yha ÅWa  QV~ AA
|| Om Hleem Pitambara Vacham Mukham 

Padam Stambhaya Jivhaam Keelay Buddhim 
Vinaashaya Hleem Om Phat ||

 Drop all the Sadhana articles in or a river 
pond after completing the Sadhana procedure. 
This completes the Sadhana procedure. A person 
starts to see the  of this Sadhana positive results
within two to three days.
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